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Cafetto® is a specialist manufacturer of cleaning and sanitation products for coffee brewing and 

dispensing equipment. The Cafetto® range includes approved organic cleaners, descaling and cleaning 

tablets and milk line cleaners.

Our product range is tailored to suit many systems including bean-to-cup fully automatic espresso 

machines, traditional semi-automatic espresso machines, home and office espresso machines, pour-over 

filter coffee machines and liquid coffee extract machines.

our   promise   to   you
We stand by the quality of our products. All Cafetto® products have been stringently tested to bring 

you the best quality product possible. If you are not completely satisfied, please contact your local 

Cafetto® office or supplier.

Christopher Short 

Managing Director

company   profile
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Quality 
ISO 9001



BFA   Registered
All Cafetto® products marked with the BFA logo have been registered by the 

Biological Farmers of Australia and are approved for use in organic systems.

OMRI™  Listed
All Cafetto® products marked with the OMRI™ logo have been listed with 

the Organic Materials Review Institute as complying with the requirements 

of the National Organic Program.

NSF®

NSF A3, A1 White Book Nonfood Compounds and International Protocol 

P152. NSF (National Sanitation Foundation) International Protocol P152 

relates to espresso machine cleaners that have been evaluated, tested, and 

passed NSF’s stringent toxicology and corrosivity standards. The ingredients 

and formulation of the products that are NSF certified are safe, leave no 

harmful residues and do not cause corrosion within the coffee machine.

independently   certified
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Organic...
WHy   ORGANIC   WHEN   iT   COMES   To   CLEANING?
The Cafetto® Organic Range is certified for organic use, which means that if you’re using organic coffee 

beans and milk, you’re upholding an end-to-end organic experience for your customers.

The Cafetto® Organic Range is free from:

• Genetically Modified Organisms • Corrosive chemicals

• Phosphates • Chlorine and quaternary sanitisers

Our organic range of products contains ingredients that are either plant derived or found in food:

Tartaric Acid Sourced from plant material, in particular from grapes during the wine-making process, but 

also found in other fruit including apricots, apples and bananas. It is a natural souring agent in foods and 

is commonly used as a leavening agent in bread-making, which along with sodium bicarbonate, causes the 

bread to rise. It is used in Cafetto tablets to assist dissolution by effervescence, whilst also contributing to 

cleaning by removing hard water ions.

Citric acid Derived from citrus fruits, such as orange, lemon, lime and grapefruit, it is produced via 

biological fermentation. In nature, it is a crucial component of energy production in aerobic organisms, as 

well as being an acidifier in common foods. In ice-cream it is used as an emulsifier to keep the dairy fats 

suspended. It is used in Cafetto tablets to assist dissolution by effervescence, whilst also contributing to 

cleaning by removing hard water ions. 

Sodium Carbonate This is made by the purification of ‘trona’, a naturally-occurring mineral from the 

Green River Basin in Wyoming. It can also be derived from kelp or seaweed. It is found in toothpaste and 

used in bakery products. It is a very effective cleaning agent.

Sodium Citrate Derived from maize sugar via fermentation, it is found in many soft drinks and is used in 

the production of some cheeses. It is used to optimise the pH during the cleaning process.

Sodium Percarbonate This is an oxygen releasing agent that is widely used in toothpaste and denture 

cleaning tablets as well as other cleaning preparations. It is a wonderful cleaning and bleaching agent.

Potassium Carbonate This is an alkaline agent made from naturally occurring 

potash rock sources and other minerals. It is often used in the 

production of wine and as a baking agent. It is one of the ingredients 

that provides our Organic Range with its exceptional  

cleaning performance. 

world   first   triple   certified   products
Cafetto® EVO was the first espresso machine cleaner to be  

certified by an organic certification body. Our Organic Range  

has expanded to include certified milk frother cleaners,  

descalers, grinder cleaners and espresso machine  

cleaning tablets.
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Products listed in this guide are displayed with a unique QR 

code to provide customers with further product information. 

A QR Code is a two-dimensional barcode that is readable by 

smartphones. QR Codes can be used to display text to the 

user, to open a URL, save a contact to the address book or to 

compose text messages. 

To read QR Codes with your smartphone, you need to 

download a QR Code Reader app onto your phone from 

either the Play Store or AppStore. 

HOw   Do   i   scan   a   qr   code?
To scan a QR Code, all you need to do is load the app, start scanning and point your camera at the  

QR code. Line it up inside the guide arrows and that’s it: the QR Code Reader recognises it and provides 

the appropriate information, carries out the appropriate task or, in the case of phone numbers and 

other contact information, asks you what action to take. 
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what   is   a   qr   code?

‘QR Code’ is a registered trademark of DENSO WAVE INCORPORATED.

why   is   Descaling   important?
Once scale has formed in the boiler and pipe 

network, it can only be removed by the use of 

special acidic descaling chemicals. Since espresso 

machine cleaners are alkaline, they will have  

no impact on scale removal.

There are a variety of descalers available in 

the market place. Many of these products are 

dangerous to use and can be very corrosive to 

some metals. Many domestic coffee machines 

use aluminium thermoblocks which are very 

susceptible to corrosive acids. Cafetto® descalers 

have been thoroughly researched and tested to 

provide excellent scale removal while being safe 

to use without corrosion.



Traditional   Espresso    Machines
espresso   machine   cleaners
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RECOMMENDED FOR:
Traditional espresso machines

AVAILABLE IN:
125g jars   

(carton code E28144 - 12 jars)

500g jars   

(carton code E29160 - 12 jars)

1kg jars   

(carton code E29120 - 12 jars)

CERTIFICATIONS:

Evo® Espresso   Machine   Cleaner
Cafetto® Evo® is the first espresso machine cleaner to be certified by an 
organic certification body. It is the safe, high performance cleaner for 
professional espresso machines using organic coffee.

Only the smallest amount of Evo® is needed for a superior clean.  
Rapidly soluble and free-rinsing, leaving no trace of odour. A measuring 
scoop is included for accurate dosing.

RECOMMENDED FOR:
Tevo® Mini 

Domestic espresso machines

Tevo® Maxi 

Traditional espresso machines

AVAILABLE IN:
Mini 60 tablet jars   

(carton code E27839 - 12 jars)

Maxi 150 tablet jars   

(carton code E27852 - 12 jars)

CERTIFICATIONS:

TABLET DIMENSIONS:

Tablet Weight: 

 Tablet Height: 

Tablet Diameter:

Tevo® Tablets
Cafetto® Tevo® is the first espresso machine cleaning tablet to be certified 
by an organic certification body. A convenient portion controlled dose, 
these tablets can be used to replace traditional espresso machine cleaners.

Tevo® 
Mini

1.5g

4mm

16mm

Tevo® 
Maxi

2.5g

5mm

20mm



Espresso   Clean®

The premium espresso machine cleaner for professional  
espresso machines.

Cafetto® Espresso Clean® has been tested by NSF and certified to 
protocol P152. This guarantees that Cafetto® Espresso Clean® will not 
taint the coffee and is not corrosive to the espresso machine.

Espresso   Clean®   tablets
The premium espresso machine cleaner for professional espresso machines. 
Cafetto® Espresso Clean® Cleaning Tablets provides the same cleaning 
performance as Cafetto® Espresso Clean®, in a tablet for convenient 
measured dosing.

RECOMMENDED FOR:
Traditional espresso machines

AVAILABLE IN:
500g jars   

(carton code E25121 - 12 jars)

1kg jars   

(carton code E11839 - 12 jars)

CERTIFICATIONS:

RECOMMENDED FOR:
Cleaning the coffee brew groups of 

various commercial espresso machines

AVAILABLE IN:
150 tablet jars   

(carton code E27893 - 12 jars)

CERTIFICATIONS:

TABLET DIMENSIONS:
Tablet Weight: 

 Tablet Height: 

Tablet Diameter:
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2.5g

5mm

20mm



B30   Tablets
B30 tablets safely and completely remove coffee oils and residues of 
selected super-automatic espresso machines.

Formulated to dissolve in automatic cleaning cycles, these high performance tablets contain only 

pharmaceutical and food grade ingredients and are highly effective while being non-corrosive.
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automatic   Espresso    Machines
specialist  cleaning  tablets

RECOMMENDED FOR*:
Carimali  |  La Cimbali  

Rex Royal

AVAILABLE IN:

150 tablet jars   

(carton code E29018 - 4 jars)

TABLET DIMENSIONS:
Tablet Weight: 

 Tablet Height: 

Tablet Diameter:

RECOMMENDED FOR*:
Acorto  |  Concordia  |  Faema  

Franke   |  Gaggia  |  Swiss Egro

AVAILABLE IN:
100 tablet jars   

(carton code E29782 - 12 jars) 

CERTIFICATIONS:

TABLET DIMENSIONS:
Tablet Weight: 

 Tablet Height: 

Tablet Diameter:

F20   Tablets
F20 tablets safely and completely remove coffee oils and residues of 
selected super-automatic espresso machines.

2.7g

10mm

14mm

2.0g

5mm

16mm

*These are the registered trademarks of their respective owners and are not associated  
with Cafetto Pty Ltd or its subsidiaries.



RECOMMENDED FOR*:
Jura  |  Krups

AVAILABLE IN:
40 tablet jars   

(carton code E29941 - 12 jars)

TABLET DIMENSIONS:
Tablet Weight: 

 Tablet Height:  

Tablet Diameter:

J25   Tablets
J25 tablets safely and completely remove coffee oils and residues of 
selected super-automatic espresso machines. 
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RECOMMENDED FOR*:
Cafina/Melitta

AVAILABLE IN:
150 tablet jars   

(carton code E29840 - 12 jars)

TABLET DIMENSIONS:
Tablet Weight: 

 Tablet Height: 

Tablet Diameter:

M35   Tablets
M35 tablets safely and completely remove coffee oils and residues of 
selected super-automatic espresso machines.

*These are the registered trademarks of their respective owners and are not associated  
with Cafetto Pty Ltd or its subsidiaries.

2.5g

12mm

15mm

3.0g

17mm

10mm
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automatic   Espresso    Machines
specialist  cleaning  tablets

RECOMMENDED FOR*:
Nuova Simonelli Microbar  |  WMF

AVAILABLE IN:
50 tablet jars   

(carton code E29983 - 24 jars)

TABLET DIMENSIONS:
Tablet Weight: 

 Tablet Height:  

Tablet Diameter:

N10   Tablets
N10 tablets safely and completely remove coffee oils and residues of 
selected super-automatic espresso machines. 

RECOMMENDED FOR*:
Breville  |  De Longhi  |  Miele 

Rancillio  |  Saeco  |  Schaerer  |  SCS 

Solis  |  Stentorfield  |  Sunbeam

AVAILABLE IN:
8 tablet blister packs   

(carton code E25570 - 15 blister packs)

100 tablet jars   

(carton code E29736 - 12 jars)

CERTIFICATIONS:

TABLET DIMENSIONS:
Tablet Weight: 

 Tablet Height: 

Tablet Diameter:

S15   Tablets
S15 tablets safely and completely remove coffee oils and residues of 
selected super-automatic espresso machines. 

1.5g

4mm

16mm

1.0g

8mm

10.5mm

*These are the registered trademarks of their respective owners and are not associated  
with Cafetto Pty Ltd or its subsidiaries.



RECOMMENDED FOR:
Cleaning milk systems and milk lines

AVAILABLE IN:
62 tablet jars   

(carton code E28850 - 12 jars)

TABLET DIMENSIONS:
Tablet Weight: 

 Tablet Height: 

Tablet Diameter:

RECOMMENDED FOR:
Cleaning coffee brewing systems

AVAILABLE IN:
90 tablet jars   

(carton code E28835 - 12 jars)

TABLET DIMENSIONS:
Tablet Weight: 

 Tablet Height: 

Tablet Diameter:

T32   Tablets
T32 tablets are safe, high performance cleaning tablets. Completely 
removes coffee oils and residues from brew spouts. 
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T90   milk   system   cleaning   Tablets
T90 tablets are safe, high performance milk cleaning tablets. Formulated 
to provide optimal cleaning performance. Descales and removes milk stone 
while sanitising the milk system.

3.0g

10mm

15mm

9.0g

10mm

28mm



AVAILABLE IN:
1L bottles with dispensing chamber   

(carton code E14220 - 6 bottles)

CERTIFICATIONS:

MFC® RED
A heavy duty cleaner that will also provide excellent hard water scale 
control and removal from milk lines, frothers and parts on automatic 
espresso machines. 

AVAILABLE IN:
1L bottles with dispensing chamber   

(carton code E27885 - 6 bottles)

CERTIFICATIONS:

MFC® GREEN
An organic liquid cleaner designed to remove milk residues from milk lines, 
frothers and parts on automatic espresso machines. 

When using acidic cleaners, the milk lines must be flushed and purged of milk prior to the cleaning 

process. If this cannot be done, only use MFC® Blue.

Independent laboratory testing confirms all Cafetto® Milk Frother Cleaners, Milk Line Cleaner and Pulatte 
kill 99.999% of E-Coli, Salmonella, Listeria and Enterococcus when used in accordance with instructions.
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acidic   milk   cleaners
milk  frothers,  lines  &  jugs



AVAILABLE IN:
1L bottles with dispensing chamber   

(carton code E14005 - 6 bottles)

CERTIFICATIONS:

MFC® BLUE
Cafetto® MFC® BLUE is a high performance cleaner designed to be used 
daily to remove milk residues and hard water scale from milk lines, frothers 
and parts on automatic espresso machines. 
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AVAILABLE IN:
1L bottles   

(carton code E18048 - 6 bottles)

mLC   (Milk   line   cleaner)
Designed to remove milk residues and hard water scale from milk lines, 
frothers and parts on automatic espresso machines.

AVAILABLE IN:
450g jars   

(carton code E27380 - 12 jars)

pulatte
A powdered formulation designed to clean and control milk stone in 
automatic coffee machine milk lines and automatic frothers.

alkaline   milk   cleaners
milk  frothers,  lines  &  jugs
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milk   cleaners
milk  frothers,  lines  &  jugs

AVAILABLE IN:
45g sachets   

(carton code E14039 - 30 sachets)

AMC   Sachets
An acidic powder designed to clean and descale milk lines, frothers and 
parts of automatic espresso machines.

AVAILABLE IN:
750g jars   

(carton code E29916 - 12 jars)

inverso
A unique blend of ingredients that targets and removes dried on milk 
residues from pitchers, jugs and steam wands. Also a brilliant crockery 
restorer, cleaning and destaining heavy soiling.
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RECOMMENDED FOR:
Cleaning tea makers and crockery

AVAILABLE IN:
4 x 10g sachets per box   

(carton code E27220 - 12 boxes) 

CERTIFICATIONS:

specialty   cleaners
specialist  cleaning  products

RECOMMENDED FOR*:
Nespresso

AVAILABLE IN:
6 x cleaning capsules per box 

(carton code E13235 - 20 boxes)

eco capsule clean
Eco Capsule Clean is a biodegradable Nespresso®-compatible capsule 
containing Cafetto’s cleaning powder EVO® – the world’s first  
espresso machine cleaning powder that is certified by an organic 
certification company.

Eco Capsule Clean is free from phosphates and GMO ingredients.

100% biodegradable capsule and recyclable foil.

A simple-to-use cleaning capsule that thoroughly cleans the brewing 
chamber and delivery spout in Nespresso®† capsule coffee machines. 

tea cleaner
Designed to clean tannin and stains from tea makers. Can also be used in 
tea pots, mugs and cups.

*These are the registered trademarks of their respective owners and are not associated  
with Cafetto Pty Ltd or its subsidiaries.



RECOMMENDED FOR:
Descaling all commercial  

ice machines

AVAILABLE IN:
1L bottles with dispensing chamber   

(carton code E14042 - 6 bottles) 

cold   range
for  cleaning  cold  brew,  ice  and  granita  machines
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RECOMMENDED FOR*:
Brewista Cold Pro  |  Nitro

AVAILABLE IN:
500g jars   

(carton code E13685 - 12 jars)

polar clean
Formulated and designed to meet the specific needs of cold brew coffee 
systems. Cleans in just one hour, or can be left over night, rinsing freely 
leaving no residue.

Independent laboratory testing confirms Cafetto® Polar Clean kills 
99.999% of common food borne bacteria when used according to the 
in-use instructions.

sub zero
A high performance liquid that is specifically formulated to remove scale 
build up from an ice machine’s internal components.

Odourless and safe to use on aluminium, brass and stainless steel.  
In solution, the ingredients are readily biodegradable and will break  
down quickly.

*These are the registered trademarks of their respective owners and are not associated  
with Cafetto Pty Ltd or its subsidiaries.
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RECOMMENDED FOR:
Cleaning, sanitising and removing  

hard water scale from soft serve  

and gelato machines and nitro cold 

coffee dispensing systems

AVAILABLE IN:
45g sachets   

(carton code E13238 - 50 sachets) 

chill
A powder that has been specifically formulated to clean, sanitise and 
remove water scale from soft serve and gelato machines.

Contains high levels of sequestrants to soften the water and control scale. 
Chlorine santises and assists with cleaning. One sachet makes up 6 litres 
(200 fl. oz) of solution containing 100ppm available chlorine.

Non corrosive to soft serve machines and micro tested against a range of 
bacteria, including Listeria and Salmonella.



RECOMMENDED FOR:
Descaling domestic or small  

office coffee machines and kettles

AVAILABLE IN:
250ml bottles 

(carton code E27434 - 12 bottles) 

CERTIFICATIONS:

organic descaler
Perfecty suited to domestic or small office machines. Organic Descaler 
is a safe and effective solution for removing hard water scale from 
thermoblock espresso machine lines, capsule machines and boilers.  
Can also be used to descale kettles.

descalers
for  removing  hard  water  scale
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RECOMMENDED FOR:
Removing hard water scale from 

espresso machine boilers, coffee  

and milk delivery lines

AVAILABLE IN:
1L bottles with dispensing chamber   

(carton code E25482 - 6 bottles) 

5L bottles   

(carton code E26200 - 2 bottles) 

CERTIFICATIONS:

LOD GREEN
A safe and effective liquid descaler for removing hard water scale from 
espresso machine boilers, coffee and milk delivery lines.



RECOMMENDED FOR:
Removing hard water scale from  

metal surfaces in contact with hot 

water such as espresso machine  

water tanks, coffee brewing and  

other hot water equipment

AVAILABLE IN:
1L bottles with dispensing chamber   

(carton code E12312 - 6 bottles) 

5L bottles   

(carton code E13673 - 2 bottles)

restore
A safe and effective powder descaler for removing hard water scale from 
espresso machine boilers, coffee and milk delivery lines. Can also be used 
to descale bottles.

RECOMMENDED FOR:
Removing hard water scale from 

espresso machine boilers, coffee  

and milk delivery lines

AVAILABLE IN:
4 x 25g sachets per box   

(carton code E28303 - 12 boxes) 

1kg jars   

(carton code E27889 - 4 jars)

CERTIFICATIONS:
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LOD red
A highly concentrated liquid descaler which rapidly and easily removes 
lime scale and calcium build up.

Tough on scale and specifically formulated to include compounds that 
ensure it is safe to use on aluminium, brass and stainless steel.



equipment   cleaners
specialist  cleaning  products

RECOMMENDED FOR*:
American Metal Ware  |  Animo  

 Bravilor  |  Bunn  |  Cecilware 

Coffee Queen  |  Fetco  |  Grindmaster

AVAILABLE IN:
100 tablet jars   

(carton code E27140 - 12 jars)

TABLET DIMENSIONS:
Tablet Weight: 

 Tablet Height: 

Tablet Diameter:

RECOMMENDED FOR:
Cleaning grinder burrs and casings

AVAILABLE IN:
450g jars   

(carton code E29760 - 12 jars)  

CERTIFICATIONS:

brew clean Tablets
Brew Clean Tablets are designed to clean filter coffee brew baskets, 
servers, air pots and coffee pots. 

grinder clean
Completely food safe, 100% natural and gluten free, Grinder Clean cleans 
grinder burrs and casings as well as removing flavoured coffee odours.

2.5g

5mm

20mm

spray  &  wipe
Effective on all washable hard surfaces, Cafetto® Spray and Wipe leaves a 
sparkling finish while removing grime effortlessly. The odourless sanitising 
formula cleans and removes 99.999% of food-borne, or food spoilage 
organisms from surfaces.

AVAILABLE IN:
500ml bottles   

(carton code E28832 - 12 bottles)
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AVAILABLE IN:
Wire Ring Set   

(carton code E29048 - 20 sets)

AVAILABLE IN:
Black   

(carton code E28732 - 50 brushes)

AVAILABLE IN:
Wire Ring Set: 1.0mm, 1.3mm, 2.0mm, 3.0mm, 5.8mm diameter   

(carton code E29843 - 10 sets)

AVAILABLE IN:
Black with Green Brush Head   

(carton code E24134 - 25 brushes)

Replacement Brush Heads: 2 Pack   

(carton code E24203 - 50 sets)

head cleaning brush
Designed to remove coffee grounds from the group head, shower screen 
spout and group seal. 

steam tip brush set
Five fine brushes for cleaning the tip of the steam wand. 

swivel head cleaning brush
The Swivel Action Head Coffee Machine Cleaning Brush is ergonomically 
designed to assist in cleaning the group head. With its unique swivel action 
head, this brush gets into every nook and cranny. 

cleaning  accessories
brushes,  cloths,  maintenance
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milk   frother   brush   set
A brush set to clean a broad range of milk frothers. It includes  
4 different size brushes and a steam tip cleaning wand.



cleaning  accessories
brushes,  cloths,  maintenance

AVAILABLE IN:
Green Cleaning Cloth 30x30cm  

(carton code E23976 - 50 cloths)

Blue Steam Wand Cloth 20x20cm  

(carton code E23969 - 50 cloths)

AVAILABLE IN:
Grey Clip Cloth 30x60cm   

(carton code E23987 - 50 cloths)

AVAILABLE IN:
Cloth Set: 1 x Grey, 1 x Green, 2 x Blue   

(carton code E23960 - 20 sets)

Cafetto®   cleaning   cloths
Premium and versatile cleaning cloths that help keep your machine and 
work area clean as a whistle.

Cafetto®   barista   clip   cloth
Never lose your cloth again! Perfect for the busy barista, this cloth is 
rectangular shaped and has a nifty clip to secure the cloth to your belt 
loop for easy access. Premium microfibre.

Cafetto®   barista   cloth   set
Premium quality microfibre cloths designed to assist the barista 
in maintaining complete cleanliness of the espresso machine and 
its surrounds. These high performance cleaning cloths have been 
thoroughly tested to prove they perform to the highest standard and 
last the test of time.
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AVAILABLE IN:
113g   

(carton code E28262 - 12 tubes)

CERTIFICATIONS:

haynes®   lubri-film   plus
Food grade lubricant for use on food equipment where incidental contact 
with food is possible.

AVAILABLE IN:
53mm  (carton code E13792 - 10 filters) 

58mm  (carton code E23363 - 10 filters)

blind filter
An essential component for back flushing group heads.

cleaning  accessories
brushes,  cloths,  maintenance
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PRODUCT  
NAME

SIZE
CARTON 

CODE

GROSS 
WEIGHT 

(KG):

NET 
WEIGHT 

(KG):

DIMENSIONS 
(CM) 

L X W X H:
HS CODE:

AMC 45g x 30 Sachets E14039 1.6 1.4 18 x 18 x 13 340290

B30 Tablets 150 x 4 Jars E29018 2.1 1.6 19 x 19 x 15 340290

Brew Clean Tablets 100 x 12 Jars E27140 5.7 5.1 27 x 18 x 25 340290

Chill 45g x 50 Sachets E13238 2.3 2.1 25 x 22 x 14 340290

Eco Capsule Clean 6 x 20 Boxes E13235 1.3 0.9 27 x 26 x 17 340290

Espresso Clean®

500g x 12 Jars E25121 7.2 6.0 27 x 18 x 25 340290

1kg x 12 Jars E11839 13.6 12.0 43 x 32 x 17 340290

Espresso Clean® 
Tablets

150 x 12 Jars E27893 6.0 4.5 27 x 18 x 25 340290

EVO®

125g x 12 Jars E28144 2.0 1.5 24 x 18 x 10 340290

500g x 12 Jars E29160 7.0 6.0 27 x 18 x 25 340290

1kg x 12 Jars 29120 13.7 12.0 43 x 32 x 17 340290

F20 Tablets 100 x 12 Jars E29782 3.1 2.4 22 x 15 x 22 340290

Grinder Clean 450g x 12 Jars E29760 6.5 5.4 27 x 18 x 28 230240

Inverso 750g x 12 Jars E29916 10.7 9.0 32 x 43 x 18 340290

J25 Tabs 40 x 12 Jars E29941 1.8 1.2 24 x 19 x 10 340290

LOD Green

1L x 6 Bottles E25482 7.7 6.8 28 x 19 x 28 340290

5L x 2 Bottles E26200 11.3 10.8 28 x 20 x 31 340290

LOD Red

1L x 6 Bottles E12312 7.8 6.8 28 x 19 x 28 340290

5L x 2 Bottles E13673 11.3 10.8 28 x 20 x 31 340290

M35 Tablets 150 x 12 Jars E29840 2.4 1.8 19 x 19 x 15 340290

MFC® Blue 1L x 6 Bottles E14005 7.6 6.7 28 x 19 x 28 340290

MFC® Green 1L x 6 Bottles E27885 7.6 6.8 28 x 19 x 28 340290

MFC® Red 1L x 6 Bottles E14220 7.6 6.2 28 x 19 x 28 340290

MLC 1L x 6 Bottles E18048 7.1 6.4 26 x 18 x 24 340290

N10 Tablets 50 x 24 Jars E29983 2.0 1.2 24 x 18 x 12 340290

Organic Descaler 250ml x 12 Bottles E27434 3.8 3.4 23 x 17 x 21 340290

Polar Clean 500g x 12 Jars E13685 7.16 6.0 27 x 18 x 25 340290

product   dimensions
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PRODUCT  
NAME

SIZE
CARTON 

CODE

GROSS 
WEIGHT 

(KG):

NET 
WEIGHT 

(KG):

DIMENSIONS 
(CM) 

L X W X H:
HS CODE:

Pulatte 450g x 12 Jars E27380 6.4 5.4 27 x 18 x 25 340290

Restore

4x25g x 12 Boxes E28303 1.9 1.2 25 x 22 x 14 340290

1kg x 4 Jars E27889 4.5 4.0 21 x 21 x 16 340290

S15 Tablets

8 x 15 Blister Packs E25570 0.4 0.2 21 x 14 x 6 340290

100 x 12 Jars E29736 2.4 1.8 22 x 15 x 16 340290

Spray & Wipe 500ml x 12 Bottles E28832 8.0 6.5 27 x 15 x 44 340290

Sub Zero 1L x 6 Bottles E14042 7.6 6.8 28 x 19 x 28 340290

T32 Tablets 90 x 12 Jars E28835 4.0 2.7 30 x 22 x 14 340290

T90 Tablets 62 x 12 Jars E28850 8.1 5.6 27 x 18 x 28 340290

Tea Cleaner 4x10g x 12 Boxes E27220 0.9 0.4 21 x 18 x 12 340290

TEVO® Tablets

Mini 60 x 12 Jars E27839 1.5 1.1 24 x 18 x 10 340290

Maxi 150 x 12 Jars E27852 6.0 4.5 27 x 18 x 25 340290

ACCESSORIES

Barista Cloth Set
3 Cloth Box Set  

x 20 Sets
E23960 4.6 4.1 42 x 36 x 38 960310

Blind Filter

53mm x 10 Filters E13792 0.2 0.2 15 x 23 x 7 960310

58mm x 10 Filters E23363 0.2 0.2 21 x 30 x 10 960310

Cleaning Cloth
Green 30x30cm  

x 50 Cloths
E23976 2.7 1.9 46 x 25 x 21 960310

Haynes®  
Lubri-Film Plus

113g x 12 Tubes E28262 1.6 1.5 17 x 13.5 x 15 960310

Head  
Cleaning Brush

Black Brush x  
50 Brushes

E28732 9.6 8.5 22 x 12 x 19 960310

Milk Frother  
Brush Set

5 Brush Wire Ring 
Set x 20 Sets

E29048 0.8 0.7 18 x 13 x 19 960310

Steam Tip Brush
5 Brush Wire Ring 

Set x 10 Sets
E29843 0.2 0.1 30 x 8 x 8 960310

Steam Wand Cloth
Blue 20x20cm 

x 50 Cloths
E23969 1.6 0.9 25 x 19 x 28 960310

Swivel Head 
Cleaning Brush

Black with  
Green Brush Head  

x 25 Brushes
E24134 1.5 1.2 31 x 16 x 25 960310

Replacement Brush 
Head x 2 Pack

E24203 0.2 0.1 23 x 23 x 5 960310
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